Supplementary
. Correlation analysis of brain Aβ40+42 concentrations versus CSF Aβ40 and Aβ42 in early stage APP23, APP24 and APP51 mice. We observed a positive correlation between CSF Aβ40 and Aβ42, and brain Aβ40+42 (measured by ECL based assay) in the early stages of Aβ deposition in the 3 models. A) revealed an age-dependent increase of Swedish sAPPβ following a linear trend (F(1,54)=29.865, p<0.001). However, sAPPβ levels at 12 month seemed slightly off the linear trend. To confirm such finding we have analyzed a second batch of APP23 mice (shown in B). While we confirmed sAPPβ increase with age following a linear trend (F(1,24) =30.195, p<0.001) the decrease at 12 months was no longer evident. Due to a technical incident the measured values in the two batches could not be pooled and for that reason results were plotted as % of the youngest age group in Fig. 4. (C) Swedish sAPPβ showed an age-dependent increase in APP24 mice following a linear trend (F(1,84)=11.130, p=0.001); To be consistent the data for APP24 in Fig.  4 are also shown as % of the youngest age group. (D) Human wild-type sAPPβ showed an age-dependent increase in APP51 following a quadratic trend (F(1,18)=67.021, p<0.001). Again, for consistency the data for APP51 in Fig. 4 are shown as % of the youngest age group.
